
Clay Brick
Quality That Lasts



McNear Brick & Block 
The West’s oldest brick manufacturer has continuously evolved over the 
last 140 years, producing modern building materials for a changing world. 
Our products have ranged from the lightweight aggregate used in the 
roadway of the Golden Gate Bridge to structural concrete masonry units. 
Besides manufacturing clay brick, McNear Brick & Block today is a leading 
producer of interlocking pavers and segmental retaining walls.

Whether you want the aged appeal of a New York loft or the rustic 
warmth of a Napa winery, McNear makes superior clay bricks to suit any 
design aesthetic. Bricks of all sorts have been used by builders for thousands 
of years due to their durability and strength. Did you know that most of the 
buildings still standing after the great 1908 earthquake in San Francisco 
were all made of brick? And all McNear bricks are made using 40% – 100% 
recycled materials, so you’ll also leave less of an environmental footprint 
on the planet.



Genova

SANDMOLD SERIES 
300 years old and still holding strong! Capture the look and feel of a Manhattan loft, Tuscan 
farmhouse or Colonial inn with these exquisite, hand-produced bricks. All of these colors are 
also available in matching Thin Brick and pavers.

Balmoral

Balmoral Firenze

Monticello Piedmont

Salt House Tivoli

Tunbridge Verona



Calaveras

Old Myford

OLD CALIFORNIA SERIES 
McNear Brick & Block is the market leader in manufactured used brick, and our Old California  
Series is one of our best selling lines. All of these colors are also available in matching Thin 
Brick and pavers.

Dorado Green Hills

Melrose Red Hills

Rustic Sacramento Rustic

Santa Fe Rustic Whitehall



Canyon

Santiago

TOWN SERIES 
Our Town Series is an extension of our Residential and Light Commercial brick lines.  
These bricks are suitable for any application from a cottage to a skyscraper, and matching  
Thin Brick and pavers are also available.

Peacock Rawhide

Sahara Santa Cruz

Cascada Hacienda

Harmon Newcastle



Sepia

Somerset Cornwall

DunsmuirTuscan

COMMERCIAL SERIES 
Clean lines and vibrant colors are the hallmarks of our Commercial Series. These colors are available 
in either wire-cut or die-skin textures. Mix these textures in reds, golds, tans, and browns to create a 
rich tapestry and a functional work of art. Matching Thin Brick and pavers are also available.

Tangiers

McNear Red

Most of these brick products are readily available in modular or standard sizes, 
but other sizes are special order, and may require minimum order quantities. 
Matching Thin Brick and pavers are generally available. 

Contact McNear Brick & Block for availability of other shapes and sizes. 

We have tried to faithfully depict our actual colors in this brochure, but because of the limitations 
of the printing process, bricks should be selected from actual samples.

REPRESS PAVERJUMBOTRUE PAVER

CORED BACK-UP PAVERSPLIT PAVERBRICK AND PAVERBRICK AND PAVER

JUMBO MODULARSTANDARDNORMAN

EDGE CAPSCORNER CAPS

Standard Brick Series

Thin Brick Series



MBB-CTB0708

      
These Bricks are Green!
Protect the environment and your building by 
cladding it in McNear Clay Brick. Our clay bricks are 
made with a minimum of 40% recycled materials 
with most of our products typically consisting of 
90% – 100% recycled content.
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